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The Ultimate Guide to Remote Learning
with Digital Portfolios
Remote Learning | A problem or an opportunity?
When circumstances force a shift from on-campus to remote learning, an opportunity arises.
Without minimizing the work required to make this shift, new opportunities arise if remote learning is embraced.
While it’s natural to be disoriented by the change:
• How will students learn without classroom instruction?
• How will students turn in their work?
• How will students get the feedback they need?
Consider some of the opportunities that can be capitalized upon:
• The students can have more ownership over their learning
• The students gain flexibility to learn according to their unique personality and daily rhythms of life
• The students can receive more personalized guidance
The shift to remote learning is an opportunity for teachers to move into the role of a high-touch, learning
facilitator rather than instructor.
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Digital portfolios as a hub of remote learning
Building remote lessons in a digital portfolio
Remote learning opens new ways to deliver content to students. Many teachers already use a wide variety of
media in their on-campus instruction (videos, interactive content on devices, and more). But most haven’t
organized and loaded their lesson content into a digital platform that is easily navigated by students at home.
Teachers need institutional support to get their instructional content onto a digital portfolio (DP) platform. Once
the content is curated, organized into lessons and built on a platform easily accessible to students, teachers are
then freed up to provide more personalized support, coaching and assessment for their remote students.

Comparing a digital portfolio and an LMS for remote lessons
Using a digital portfolio platform provides some distinct advantages for delivering content compared to a
Learning Management System (LMS). When using an LMS for instructional content, teachers create lessons by
loading a series of documents, assignments, or links to external content. The student is instructed to progress
through the list in order. However, in this form each piece of content is fragmented.
A content platform, like bulb, allows the teacher to build lessons that incorporate various forms of media from
various sources into a single page of instructional material. A single link to that page can then be put into the LMS
rather than a series of separate pieces of content or links.

Build lessons on bulb’s content platform and then put a link to that single page
in the LMS...
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Example from a Google
Classroom lesson:
https://www.bulbapp.com/u/fdr-lesson-in-google-classroom

Compared with the
same lesson produced in
a digital portfolio:
https://www.bulbapp.com/u/modern-american-politics-unit

Here you see the Google
Classroom assignment with a
single link to the bulb page
with a lesson incorporating a
variety of instructional
resources of various kinds:
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Here’s another example
of middle school teacher
providing instructional content
on volcanoes incorporating a
youtube video an image of a
map and more:
https://www.bulbapp.com/u/volcanoes-classroom-presentation~22

Providing an easy-to-use learning pathway
When schools use an LMS tool for delivering content, students often receive bits of content in a disconcerted
manner. For a single lesson, they may be required to open a youtube video and view one bit of content, then
navigate to an online article to read, and finally download a digital copy of a handout, which they may or may
not be able to print.
In an on-campus situation, the teachers deliver the content directly whether that be lecturing, showing a video
clip, or guiding the class through an interactive app. When shifting to remote learning, the teacher has to entirely
rely on digital tools to deliver content.
With an LMS, teachers can add some commentary or explanation in the instructions, but that commentary can
be read out of context or ignored as superfluous by the students.
Using a digital portfolio platform like bulb to deliver instructional material results in a completely different
learning experience for the students. It allows the teacher to more seamlessly guide students through a lesson
even while using materials from various sources and in various formats.
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With an LMS, teachers can add some commentary or explanation in the instructions, but that commentary can
be read out of context or ignored as superfluous by the students.
Using a digital portfolio platform like bulb to deliver instructional material results in a completely different
learning experience for the students. It allows the teacher to more seamlessly guide students through a lesson
even while using materials from various sources and in various formats.
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Lesson for students:
Spanish American War Unit

Student’s work:
Camden Jones

Lesson for students:
Week of 3/23- 3/27: Creative
Exploration & PBL Prep
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A digital portfolio platform provides a place for teachers to build lessons that offer cohesive, easy-to-use learning
paths for students.

Educator collection: US History Units

Educator collection: Liquids Lab

For a single lesson, students are provided a simple, straightforward learning path through a page filled with a
wide variety of instructional materials in virtually any kind of media, with clear guidance and commentary
provided from the teacher.

Students showcasing their work in new ways
Just as teachers need a place to put diverse content for their lessons, students need a place to pull together and
display their work. In a single unit of study, a student will be producing work in many formats: handwritten
worksheets, digital documents (Google docs, Excel spreadsheets, etc.), and more. While all of these separate
artifacts can be uploaded into an LMS, they become a group of files in a digital folder.
That may work well when the assignment requires individual documents or worksheets. However, when an
assignment is a larger project, requiring the student to pull together several elements of work, a portfolio
platform provides a place where student work can be pulled together in one place.
If work for a single lesson included use of different tools or applications, those various artifacts can be uploaded
onto a single bulb page. This helps the student see the connections between the different exercises or activities by
visually seeing them pulled together in one place, especially if they are instructed to include some reflection about
how their different bits of work relate to each other.
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Student work: Volcano samples

bulb as a Learning Hub
When teachers build lessons in bulb and students aggregate their work in bulb, it becomes a hub for learning—for
delivery of learning materials by the teacher, for students pulling together various kinds or stages of work, and for
the teacher providing feedback.
Here’s an example of a writing assignment designed to be completed in several stages including pre-writing, first
draft, teacher evaluation, final draft, and student reflection. Then the page that shows the student’s first draft
with the teacher’s evaluation.

Student’s pre-writing notes with teacher feedback

Student’s first draft with teacher evaluation
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In the end, the student has the work from the various stages all in one collection:

Student’s writing project collection

Benefits of Using bulb as a Learning Hub
Here are some advantages of using the bulb platform for remote learning:
• Schools and teachers retain control over the curation of instructional content.
They can pull the best content from various sources into one place. They don’t have to feel pressure to choose
between a) using only one source of instructional material (like a single digital textbook) or b) sending students
to a wide variety of locations to access material:
LESSON PLAN | Volcanoes
• Assignments and resources are accessible to students
Teacher assignments can include templated worksheets that students easily duplicate and work on in their own
portfolio. Student volcano template page
Frequently-used resources teachers want their students to use can be housed on the portfolio platform for easy
access. Here’s an example of a Language Arts teacher’s writing process template:
TEMPLATE | Essay Writing Process
Instructions and resources for large projects (e.g., capstone projects) can be provided for the students in a
portfolio collection:
Guide- Digital Art & Animation Final Project
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• Students either do their work directly on the bulb platform or upload any kind of work produced elsewhere
to bulb so that everything is kept in one place in a digital form:
Images of non-digital work. For example, a project board, shop designs and artifacts, art drawing, multi-modal
exercises:
PROJECT | Mathematics: Third Grade,
CAPSTONE | Senior Project,
Trial Five: Violence
Audio clips. For example, reading exercise, Spanish pronunciation exercise, presentation of research project:
ORAL EXAM | Spanish Pronunciation
Video clips. For example, at-home science experiment, personal reflection from SEL assignment, math counting
exercise:
VIDEO PROJECT | Newton's First Law,
Literacy Fair Project
Uploaded files. For example, essay in Google docs, Excel doc of lab findings, history report in Pages:
Startup Pitch Project
• Teacher accesses student work in a variety of ways:
Teacher goes directly to students’ bulb portfolios
Students insert bulb URL into LMS
Embed Google classroom docs,quizzes, etc. directly in bulb, then access through Google classroom for assessment (See Google Classroom integration

)

• Teachers provide students with personalized comments on their work directly in bulb.
• Students keep all of their work, for life. No matter if they change schools or graduate

Want to learn more or start your own free bulb account? Head over to bulbapp.com

bulbapp.com
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